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**beyond pattern and chaos**

*a symposium where conventional subject boundaries become re-aligned and inter-disciplinarity is a given*

---

10.00 Registration and Refreshments I NUA I Duke Street
10.30 Welcome and Introduction to the day | **Professor Hilary Carlisle**
Morning Session, Chair | **Professor Krzysztof Fijalkowski**
10.45 **Prof Rob Kesseler**
11.15 Break
11.30 **Dr Zoë Mendelson | Danica Maier**
12.30 Q&A
13.00 lunch and **Research Market Place**
Afternoon Session, Chair | **Victoria Mitchell**
14.30 **Charlotte Higgins | Jonathan Keep**
15.20 Break
15.40 | **Dr Veronika Kapsali | Eva Sopéoglou**
16.30 Q&A
17.00 Close

---

further details and to book your place: www.nuapatternandchaos.com
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